
3 Quick Curtain Solutions

Description

Curtains may seem intimidating to make and easy to put off- trust me, I
procrastinated making my own curtains for months! ‘ I finally made some
curtains for my place and could not understand why I avoided this project for
so long. ‘ They literally took no time at all to make!

The first step is to pick out your linen. ‘ I picked out two yards of linen for two
windows. ‘ My windows are fairly narrow, so make sure to measure your
windows before ordering linen. ‘ The length of your curtains is completely up
to you too. ‘ Once you have your measurements ready, you can visit’ 
Fabrics-Store.com‘ to pick out the color of your choice.

I like using’ IL020‘ for curtains because its pretty sheer and light. ‘ I also love
the variety of colors it comes it. ‘ If you don’t want to let in too much light, I
would suggest trying’ IL019.‘  This is a middle-weight linen that will block out
a little more light without looking heavy or drab.
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If in doubt, I think IL020 in’ White‘ is always a fantastic choice for curtains. ‘ It
is sheer, light, and beautiful linen that matches every room. ‘ If you want
something even more sheer…..IL030‘ is one of my favorites because it is so
light and delicate-looking.
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For this first curtain, I am using IL020 in one of our new shades called’ 
Cerulean. ‘ Again, measure how much you will need to cover your window
and any additional length you like for your curtains.

Remember to add a few inches to the sides because we will need some
extra length for the hems.

 

For the top hem, I measured two inches, ‘ I then folded and ironed my linen
to hold the crease.
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This particular curtain will hang from the rod by ties. To make the fabric that
will tie around the rod, cut strips of linen that measure 2.5 x 8Cut as many
strips as you need.

They will be spaced 3.5 inches apart from one another, so however many
you will need to fill the top of your curtain.
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Fold each strip in half.

Open the fold and fold both sides inwards to the middle crease.
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Fold along the crease and repeat this for all your strips of fabric.
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Sew the edges of each strap. ‘  To attach them to your curtains, just sew the
middle of each piece along the top of your fabric (spacing them 3.5 inches
apart).

I found’ it easier to sew the ties on before sewing the hem on the top of the
curtain.
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All you need to do know if tie your curtain onto your rod. ‘ It’s so simple and
looks great!

The second type of curtain is by far the easiest to make. ‘ I used Il019 in’ 
Natural linen
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‘ for this curtain, but again, you can use any color and type of linen you
like.Hem the sides a with a half inch seam.

Then fold the top down 2.5 inches (you can make the fold larger too) and
sew it like the image above. ‘ This will create a gap for the curtain rod to slide
into.

Now you can just slide the rod though the top portion of your curtain.
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Using natural linen for your curtains is another one of my favorite styles. ‘ I
love the rustic look they give to a room, while adding a certain amount of
understated elegance. ‘ A definite winner!

Trust me, you will get some compliments if you choose natural linen.

Lastly, you can make curtains by following the same steps as the previous
curtain (the natural flax one) and at fabric loops to the top. ‘ The curtain rod
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will the go through these loops. ‘ Just hem the top and sides of your linen.

Cut 3.5 x 8 strips of fabric for the loops. ‘ Make a seam on each of these
strips along the edge and then attach them to the top of the curtain. ‘ Space
them 3.5 inches apart (like we did with the first curtain) and sew them on by
making a seam that runs along the top of the curtain. ‘ It looks so great that it
is hard to believe how easy it is to make!

By the way, I used IL020 in Mulberry for this curtain. ‘ It is one of the new
shades available and I am completely obsessed with it. ‘ I need everything in
Mulberry!

I hope these quick curtain solutions make the idea of making curtains a little
less frightening. ‘ There are a ton of other ways to make curtains that I think
another post in the future is necessary. ‘ Let me know your curtain ideas too!
‘ I’d love to hear how make and hang your curtains, so I can share them with
all our readers!
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